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Clap your hands-warm up 
4-8 Intro and march 
4-8 March mambo front and side  
8-8 March mambo front and side with arms 
4-8 Step tap with arms 
16-8 Lunges, slow, triple, lower leg stretch, and triple with plie 
4-8 Two steps with arm extension 
4-8 Step tap with arm push 
8-8 March mambo front side with different arms 
4-8 Step tap with arms 
16-8 Lunges, same variations as side one  
4-8 Plie with back release  
4-8 Prepare for first combination 
 
Combination 1 (with tubing under one foot) 
Do it now 
8-8 Rear lunges with lateral arm raise variations  
8-8 Squats with anterior deltoid arm raises  
8-8 Side drag lunges with leg drag and pectoralis  
8-8 Plie with sword pulls  
8-8 Arms, lateral only, variations  
8-8 Anterior arm raises, variations  
8-8 Pectoralis, variations  
8-8 Sword pul, variations  
16-8 4x Combine rear lunge, squat, side lunge, plie together, and do pattern four times 
Do it right  
4-8 Transition into row, roll up tubing, grip change 
16-8 Row with variation 
4-8 Balance on one leg (Do it right) 
4-8 Leg pushes (Do it Right) 
16-8 Triceps kickback, variations, unilateral, bilateral  
4-8 Triceps balance, hands held at hips, leg variation  
8-8 Biceps with balance and variation, step through 
4-8 Anterior arm lift 
4-8 Cross country arms 
4-8 Iron cross, arm hold, leg balance 
20-8 Lateral leg abduction, variations 
Combination 2 (with tubing around both feet) 
I feel your love 
20-8 Squats, variations in rhythm and legs  
4-8 Downhill position toe tap 
2-8 Transition to the floor 
10-8 Overhead press using one leg anchor 
12-8 Pectoralis, anchoring with leg and tube around one foot, unilateral pull 
12-8 Row with tubing around one foot 



I want you 
20-8 Triceps, variations 
48-8 Abductors with tubing around both feet, unilateral, bilateral, one hip, hands together, 
rotation, step touches 
20-8 Abdominals, variations, tubing between knees, anchored on the chest 
12-8 Biceps with the tubing secure, feet together, tubing on one foot 
12-8 Deltoid variations, add core work  
4-8 Transition to standing 
Combination 3 (with tubing looped around one foot) 
Encanto  
16-8 Overhead press 
20-8 Triceps, variation in different positions 
12-8 Rotators and shoulder punch 
20-8 Lat pulldown 
12-8 Fly with anchor on opposite leg 
16-8 Deltoid, unilateral, bilateral 
Brandenburg 
20-8 Hamstrings, variation 
20-8 Rear lunges, variations 
4-8 Balance, variation 
16-8 Biceps, unilateral 
12-8 Core rotation 
8-8 Transition to the floor and set up 
Combination 4 (start with tube looped on one foot lying on the floor) 
Sheik your Bootie 
16-8 Adduction 
12-8 Quads with leg extension 
4-8 Hip flex 
8-8 Push ups 
16-8 Hamstring on all fours, variations 
16-8 Abductors 
 
 Stretch-Buddahs Dream 
4-8 Intro to stretch 
4-8 Cross leg stretch with arms on both sides  
4-8 One leg reach with rotation stretch 
4-8 Quad extension with tubing and square four 
4-8 Butterfly position with arms 
4-8 L-position with tubing around one foot, shoulder roll, spinal rotation  
4-8 L-position with tubing around one foot, shoulder roll, spinal rotation, other side 
4-8 One leg reach with rotation stretch 
4-8 Quad extension with tubing and square four 
4-8 All four position, back release and stand 
8-8 Open legs with arm rotation, back release 
Finale! 
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